
STOP RELYING ON MAKESHIFT INVENTORY 
CONTROL PROCESSES
Stop the impossible task of managing equipment inventory in spreadsheets, especially as 
it frequently changes hands and locations. Maintenance Connection allows you to easily 
manage your on-hand, available and reserved inventory items.

Ramp up quickly. It’s easy to get information into the system. And, it’s easy to find the 
information you need for techs to perform work.

Don’t worry about getting your team to stick to the plan. Maintenance Connection 
provides a central, comprehensive database of equipment with detailed manufacturer, 
location and status information.
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IMPROVE SPEED & ACCURACY WITH  
ADVANCED FEATURES
Save time and avoid mistakes through automated inventory control. Maintenance Connection’s 
automation features include min/max values, reorder points, alternate items, material transfers 
and more.

Improve Accuracy and Productivity with Barcoding: Maintenance Connection offers native, mobile 
device-based barcode scanning that easily integrates with most barcoding software platforms, 
drastically reducing cost-of-adoption while helping to drive productivity and efficiency.

Never get stuck without the right equipment. With Maintenance Connection, you can reorder 
items within the system or just use automated re-ordering.
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SPARE PARTS INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Gain more effective control of parts and 
material inventories. Save time and  
improve operations with automated features, 
barcoding, mobile access and more in 
Maintenance Connection’s parts inventory 
management software. 

Inventory management measures accurate quantities of equipment on hand by 
location. Powerful barcoding options adds the ability to perform quick inventory 

counts, conduct check in/out procedures for parts needed to complete tasks, 
and quickly add parts to Work Orders.
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QUICKLY ACCESS INFORMATION WHEN 
AND WHERE YOU NEED IT
Integrate inventory details with other parts of the CMMS, such as the work order 
management module, to easily access information without having to hunt it down in the 
system.

Equipment information is at your fingertips. With MC Express, a mobile CMMS solution 
from Maintenance Connection, technicians can keep track of equipment in the field with a 
mobile device.

Track equipment information across multiple sites, locations and even countries. With 
multilingual editions, techs across the world can see what equipment is used at various 
sites, along with key vendor specification and maintenance history details.
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+27 82 3390 290
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